Instructions for opening an Ethereum enabled wallet.

To participate in our Liquid Crypto Bond you will need a compatible Ethereum wallet to hold our ANGEL tokens.
DO NOT PARTICIPATE DIRECTLY FROM ANY CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGES.
This may result in the loss of your ANGEL tokens.

Compatible Wallets
The following wallets are known to be compatible with Ethereum tokens (ERC-20 standard) and can be used for storing and transferring
your Ether (ETH).

MyEtherWallet
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An open-source, client-side interface for generating Ethereum wallets. You will be asked to
register online via a web browser. You can sign up on myetherwallet.com Please ﬁnd a
step-by-step guide here. Click “How to create a Wallet” on
(https://www.myetherwallet.com/)

Ethereum Mist Wallet
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A free downloadable desktop wallet to store, send and receive tokens from. Please
ﬁnd a step-by-step guide on (https://medium.com/@attores/step-by-stepguide-getting-started-with-ethereum-mist-wallet-772a3cc99af4)

)

MetaMask
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MetaMask is more than just an Ether wallet. It's an Ethereum Browser, like Mist. It allows you
all the same functions, features and ease of access from regular Ethereum Wallets, and it
allows you to interact with Dapps and Smart Contracts, and all without the need to download
the blockchain or install any software, you can just install it as a Google Chrome Extension.
Please ﬁnd more information on (https://metamask.io/)

ImToken (iPhone and Android)
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A simple and powerful light-wallet which supports multi tokens on your mobile phone.
(https://token.im/)

If you are using another wallet, please check with one of the team members at CrowdForAngels to ensure it is reliable.

First time users – you will have to send ETH to their Ether wallet using MyEtherWallet (MEW) or any other compatible wallet. ETH can be initially
purchased from an exchange like Coinbase, and then sent to your wallet address. It is recommended that you send a small amount ﬁrst to make
sure it is the right address, any mistake in the address will cause your Ether to be lost in the wrong address and you can't get it back.

PLEASE SEE THE WARNINGS AND TECHNICAL RISKS BELOW

Compatible Wallet

Any compatible wallet can be used to participate in the token distribution.
To be compatible, a wallet must meet the following criteria:
Able to export your private key
Able to call arbitrary contract methods

Incompatible Wallet

Do not use an incompatible Wallet.
There are many incompatible wallets; please check to make sure that your wallet meets the compatible wallet criteria before sending
any ETH. The following wallets are known to be incompatible wallets; this is not a complete list. Do not use any of the following
wallets to participate in the Crowd for Angels ICO:
Any Bitcoin exchange
Any Ethereum exchange
Bitﬁnex
Bittrex
Binance
Bitstamp

Cex.io
Coinbase
Exodus
Jaxx
Kraken
Poloniex

How do I Get my Angel Tokens?
1. When you invest with Crowd for Angels we will ask you to provide you Etherum wallet address. If it is not
provided at that time we will remind you to send it to us.
2. To ﬁnd your wallet address, please log in to your respective app, select the account in which you wish to
receive the tokens and copy the long address shown. It should look similar to this (Example only:
0xa77B5F66169E4e77A323Ec7d0a12345678912345) and be 40 – 42 characters long.
3. Once we have your wallet address, Crowd for Angels will then send you the number of tokens you are
entitled to based on your investment date and amount.
4. Some wallets will require you to “watch tokens” before they appear on in your wallet.

Should you have any questions about opening an Ethereum compatible wallet, please contact one of the Crowd for Angels
team on wallet@crowdforangels.com.

